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Students call
for chairman
to be removed

Sweet victory

By Adam Steinhauer
Daily staff writer

im

SJSU’s Mitzi Zenger, center, is congratulated by Darcy Stapley, left,
and Sharon Cafini after Zenger’s game winning hit Monday in the

ohs --

ally slat photographer

first game of a softball doubleheader against UNI.V. The Spartans
swept UNLV 6-5 and I-0. See story on page 4.

A petition signed by 123 economics students requesting the removal of the department chairman
was sent to the dean of the school
of social science and the SJSU
President’s Office, department students and faculty members said.
James Willis has been the economics department chairman for
16 years and was elected last week
by department faculty members to
serve another four-year term, Professor Marvin Snowbarger said.
Snowbarger was Willis’s opponent in the election.
James Walsh, dean of the school
of social sciences, received the petition just before the election began
April 24. Snowbarger said.
Walsh was unavailable for corninent.
Snowbarger said Walsh decided
to proceed with the election but
that in the meantime he would conduct a survey of student opinion.
"That’s a scientific survey."
Willis said. "I think it will turn up
something scientifically accurate
and not a lobbying effort by an individual or a group of individuals."
A graduating senior economics
student said that he and other stu-

’If somebody
stays in a job too
long, they tend to
accumulate an
excessive amount
of power.’
Marvin

Lee,

economics professor
dents in the department are upset
about the "hostile environment"
that e% Isis in the department.
He said that students in the department have to fill out massive
amounts of paperwork. that there
haven’t been enough new class offerings and that students are unhappy with the department’s faculty.
The student requested anonymity because he feared his graduation might be delayed if he was
known to have spoken.
Economics professor Marvin
Lee said that Willis holds an excessive amount of power because students have to deal directly with
See ECONOMICS, page 8

SJSU working to improve its image, Fullerton says
By Michael Moeller
Wily staff writer
’(The CSU) trustees have and will continue to get things in order. _
In her last press conference of
President
Gail
the semester, SJSU
This is the best way that the system can redeem the faith a
Fullerton emphasized the need for
faith they have lost.’
improving the public’s image of
the campus and the California
State University system.
Gail Fullerton,
"The system will he at a disadSJSU President
vantage for this session and very
well could be for the next as
well," said Fullerton. referring to
regular appeals that the CSU more funds to repair buildings. vice chancellors’ personal use, and doing some things to improve its separate incident. Balgooyen was
makes to the state legislature for And she believes that the univer- approving $240,000 for the upkeep image in the wake of publicity sur- also indicted for allegedly violatsity system will be supported.
of the chancellor’s state owned rounding the indictments of one ing Fish and Wild Life Laws. He
funds.
"The kind of turmoil that the home in Bel-Air.
The CSU "trustees have and
faculty member, as well as the ac- has since been removed from his
Since that time, the board of cusation that an associate professor teaching duties to take over other
will continue to get things in order. system had been under has hurt the
This is the best way that the system image of the CSU." Fullerton trustees has rescinded the pay in- stole a story and passed it off as his responsibilities within the biology
faith said.
creases. and required that the cars own work.
can redeem the faith a
department.
they have lost. And that is actually
CSU officials have come under be returned to the CSU motor pool
Biology professor Thomas BalEnglish associate professor
public scrutiny fin- secretly grant- at its headquarters in Long Beach. gooyen pleaded not guilty April 19 Craig Strete. after being accused of
what the trustees have done."
Fullerton added that come bud- ing pay raises to other executives Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds re- to indictments of failing to report stealing a story from a local auget time, the CSU can and will last fall, approving the $99,998.70 signed April 20.
more than $25,5(X) on income tax thor, surrendered the copyright to a
make a case to state legislators for purchase of six Ford Tauruses for
Fullerton said SJSU will be returns for 1985 and 1986. In a novel published in his own name,

Environmental students
attend D.C. conference
By Nick Fisher

accordintt to a March 14 article in
the Daily.
The Events Center, according to
Fullerton, has helped the image of
SJSU by bringing more members
of the community to campus that
would normally not get a chance to
see the university.
Fullerton said that there has
been a lot of work done on the
newsletters that are mailed to SJSU
alumni. The quality of the publication is important, Fullerton said.
because the newsletter’s purpose is
informing alumni about events
happening on campus and "what
we are all about."
According to Fullerton. the San
Jose Symphony will be performing
its Pops Concert Series in the
Events Center next year.
"This will bring a lot of people
from the community to our campus
See FULLERTON, page

Games area tries to make itself known
By Barbara Langley
Daily staff writer

Daily staff writer

Three environmental studies students spent their spring break in
Washington. D.C. attending the
National Minority Environmental
Career Conference.
The SJSU students chosen to attend the conference were a "very
select group and among the top
students in the country" said Lavatus Powell of the Council of Environmental Internship Programs,
which sponsored the conference.
More than 460 students were
nominated from schools across the
country, and that number was
whittled down to 150. The criteria
for selection was based on academic achievement and extracurricular activities. Powell said.
SJSU’s three nominations
Nchanda Imara, Anne Vallesteros
and Lance Lister were all selected to attend the four-day conference at Howard University.
The conference had workshops,
panels and recruiters from more
than 30 companies. William K.
Reilly, the head of the Environmental Protection Agency, was the
keynote speaker.
"It’s kind of inspiring to go to
something like that and sec all
those people who care about the
same things that you do," Vallesteros said.
Vallesteros. 18, a freshman majoring in environmental studies and

’I found out that
chemicals are
going into the
ground and into
the ocean, and I
didn’t like that.’
Lance Lister,
environmental studies student
getting her teaching credential in
elementary education, said she was
an unlikely selection to attend the
conference.
There was only one other freshman who she met attending the
conference. Most were juniors, seniors and graduate students.
But Vallesteros has a rare quality for a freshman
she’s always
known exactly what she has
wanted to do. She wants to educate
elementary school students on environmental issues.
"I always knew what I wanted
to do hut didn’t know if there was a
program out there that was the
same," she said.
When in high school, Vallesteros called the environmental studies program and talked to Frank
Schiavo, a lecturer.
"He was blown away when I
See ENVIRONMENT, page

From the bottom floor of the
Student Union echoes the faint
sounds of quarters dropping into
video games, the muted crack of
a clean break on the billiard table,
the tick-tock rhythm of a table
tennis game and the crash of a
howling ball as it stings into the
10-pin set.
The games area of the student
union is booming. although most
SJSU students and faculty members don’t know it’s there.
"So many people don’t know
that there’s a bowling alley on
this campus," said Sharon
Deaver, manager of the games
area.
Throughout the year. Deaver
has had a few promotions, such
as two for one bowling, 30 minutes of free pool and even an Easter drawing where she gave away
a bowling ball and other merchandise, to encourage more people to discover the games area.
"We’ve done a few things. but
I don’t think it’s enough." she
said.
But creating awareness of the
area isn’t easy for Deaver. There
is no signing and there is no directory in the Student Union that
tells people that the games area
exists, she said. Better signing
could increase awareness of the
facility, she added.

Samanda Do f ger Daily stall

photographer

Aerospace engineering major Da i.e lines up for a shot during a game of eight -ball
"We’ve been trying to catch
that market that we haven’t been
able to draw down here."
But, as the schedule stands
now, the area is definitely in use.
People trying to reserve bowling
lanes for weekend play this semester had quite a wait because

the lanes were booked through
April.
Fraternities, sororities and
church groups are often booked
for lanes, she said.
Not only is the facility better
maintained than many of the area
bowling alleys, according to stu-

dent employee John Ramirez, but
it’s also "a place to unwind,"
said student employee John Ramirez.
SJSU boasts the best bowling
lanes in the area and the best pool
tables in the South Bay. said StuSee LANES, page 8
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Commercial
in bad taste

UPD too rough
on staff members
Will someone please remind the University
Police officer who threatened a Spartan Daily
reporter and photographer with arrest and jail
unless they turned over film, that this campus is
not some Gulag but part of the United States.
The media has a public service to perform
and should not be intimidated. An inquiry
should be launched and if found guilty, the officer should be arrested and sent to jail as that was
the officer’s threat to the Daily staff niembers.
Why not meet the same fate that you are willing
to dish out A public apology might suffice
though the staff members should have the final
word.
The smug air of the arrogance that some it
these police types walk around with has earned
them an unfavorable reputation. There is a geng the student population that
eral feeling a
there are too many police officers around and
that their numbers should be lessened. It is felt
that students are treated as kids, not as adults.
The average age of an SJSU student is 28 which
is older than the ages of some of the police officers.
Not only are students adults, but most work
and are therefore taxpayers who pay the police
officer’s salaries. I know that there are some
nice police officers who perform legitimate
functions. I also know that students receive
undue emphasis from the UPD. Why are students presumed more likely to be criminal than
faculty members or administrators?
Why are undercover operations to ferret out
possible thieves not launched with faculty members or administrators as they were with students. Remember the bogus and exaggerated
problem of stolen backpacks which was really
an excuse to hire more officers and make the
present bunch seem like they have work to do?
If that happened, faculty members and administrators would revolt.
The UPD is here to oversee the entire university, not just students, and should definitely
not be the minions of administrators.
I know that students are not moral saints
who never break the law. I know things like
not necrape. theft, etc., occur on campus
essarily by students though. But does that justify
what happened with the Daily staff members?
Was that an isolated incident? Most students do
not think so.
If the UPD is here to deter crime only or get
full compliance with the law, then it has come at
too high a price to the taxpayer. The taxpayer
simply cannot afford it.,,y argument is similar
to the one made about triffic. All motorists violate traffic laws at some time or another. Does
that justify hiring several traffic cops? I hardly
think so. It is too high a price to pay financially.
Rape is too high a price to pay by any standard
and therefore I suggest we keep a few UPD officers around.
Can we justify the present UPD population? Has the campus population become more
criminal by nature? Have "crimes" really increased’? If we pass more laws (like bicycle and
skateboard bans) then naturally we will have
more violations and more "crimes" and justify
more UPD hirings.
As a student and as a taxpayer paying UPD
salaries, I suggest that:
I. We cut back on the number of officers
on campus and redirect the money to classrooms.
2. Students be treated as mature adults.
I feel no crime epidemic will ensue. If the
t IPD did not know it had a public relations problem. it does now. Please save taxpayer money
by not hiring a public relations firm to fix the
problem. This university, or most universities.
can get by with a lot fewer officers than taxpayers have been led to believe.
George Pinto is a graduate student in philosophy and wrote this piece .for Campus Voice.
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A lesson in dealing with big business
The weather at the beach was REPORTERS’ FORUM
perfect and I had the sunburned
skin to prove it. I left Sea Cliff
Beach with my arms stinging and
45
my energy depleted. I hopped into
my car and drove across the overpass into Aptos to get some money
to buy lunch. Little did I know that
my day would be thrown into
chaos by a brush with multi -billion
dollar Safeway grocery store
BY BARBARA LANGLEY
chain.
I was pulling out of the bank
parking lot across the street and
downhill from the shopping center.
The traffic was thick. The blur of Three grocery carts
speeding. cars convinced._=_ILIL -were-rolling at high
I’d never make it back onto the
speed out of the
main thoroughfare.
Finally, there was a break in the shopping center’s
traffic. The reason? Three grocery
carts were rolling at high speed out lot.
of the shopping center’s lot. I had
barely edged out of the hank driveway when I noticed that one of the her shoulders and turned away
rebel carts, topping speeds of what with an "Oh well" attitude. I
seemed like 40 mph, was headed wanted to wring her neck.
I drove across the street into the
straight for my car.
I tried to back up to avoid the Safeway parking lot and jumped
four-wheeled demon, but someone out of my car. The girl, who’s
name tag read Tiffiny. continued
else had pulled behind my car I
was stuck. I sat in my car, grit my to round up the other carts until I
teeth and wrapped my fingers commanded her to come with me.
around the steering wheel. Within She was probably about 16 years
seconds the cart rammed my car old and didn’t give a flip what hapand flew up into the air. Jagged pened.
"I don’t know if they’ll pay for
pieces of my orange blinker light
it," she said. There it was, my inflew in every direction.
"I can’t believe this, I said to vitation to the dance. "We’ll see
my passenger. I glared at the Safe- about that," I said to myself.
way employee who had unsuccess- "You better believe they’ll pay for
fully attempted to capture the cart it," I told her.
I was ready to take them to
before the collision. She shrugged

t:ortrt.
We entered Safeway and Tiffiny
went to find the manager. Before I
could get a word out of my mouth.
Tiffiny quickly informed him that
it wasn’t her fault. Yeah right. The
only thing she cared about was getting into trouble.
The manager first tried to convince me that Safeway wasn’t responsible. When that didn’t work
he agreed to look at the damage.
All the way to where my car was
parked, he tried to tell me that it
must have been a customer that let
the_cart_go. I hadn’t seen anyone
-11MTNinaliV-exeent for the Si-away employee.
After viewing my car’s obliterated blinker light Crivello gave me
his card, told me to get an estimate
and to call him. He would try to
take care of the reimbursement
without having to go through the
main office.
He treated the situation as if I
were going to soak him for $100, (MO, when the repairs would surely
he less than $100. The big corporations are always trying to avoid
blame.
I went to the Honda dealer and
got an estimate for the light $63.
After informing Crivello. he agreed to send me the money. I was
relieved that I wouldn’t have to
take Safeway to court over a
smashed blinker.
Barbara Langley is a Daily staff
writer.

Traffic lights needed for people’s safety
I specifically remember studying the law that states pedestrians
have the right-of-way when crossing at a crosswalk, when I had to
take the test for my driver’s license
at the Department of Motor Vehicles.
Unfortunately, I think sometimes that I am one of the few people who actually obeys this law.
Every day that I have a class I
cross the intersection next to the
Business Tower at 10th and San
Antonio streets. And every day I
have to dodge cars and risk my life
to make it on campus.
In the past two years that I have
been living across from SJSU. I
have seen numerous accidents involving pedestrians, bicyclists,
moving and parked cars.
I have seen friends of mine stuck
in the middle of the intersection
while drivers pass them by on either side, oblivious to the crosswalk or the pedestrian.
Almost daily. I see vehicles
screech to a halt as they come
within inches of hitting someone many times me.
One of the projects that Beckic
Six, former director of community
affairs, attempted to accomplish
while in office was to get a traffic
light installed at the intersection.
Petitions were circulated and reports were made, but the city
found no immediate need to install

REPORTERS’ FORUM

BY LISA BILLIGMEIER

In the past two years
that I have been
living across from
SJSU. I have seen
numerous accidents
I nvolving
pedestrians,
bicyclists, moving
and parked cars.
a signal.
The city said that signals in
other parts of town were more
pressing issues intersections in
which fatalities and/or an exhorbinail, amount of accidents have occurred.
Well. I can testify that while I

A

have yet to witness a fatality on
10th and San Antonio. I have seen
at least six accidents which could
have been avoided if there was a
traffic signal.
One factor that I found interesting was that students at SJSU are
not eligible for the immediate installation of traffic signals whereas
most educational facilities do.
I suppose that the city assumes
that since we are "adult students."
we should have learned how to
cross the street by now.
I would like to see the officials
who created this law try to cross
this intersection without experiencing a sense of imminent death as
three lanes of cars speed toward
them.
I have no doubt that a traffic signal will be installed within the next
couple years. I just sincerely hope
that this will come about as the actions of a concerned community,
not because of a tragedy.
Lisa Billigineier is a Daily staff
writer.

Column policy
Signed columns are written by
members of the Spartan Daily
staff. They express the opinion of
the writer and not the viewpoints
of the newspaper staff or department of journalism and mass
communications.

By Vincent T Oddo

T’S almost time tor Illt: to bid a iond ti/1 ;it
farewell to the Spanan
Ileast somewhat kind)
Daily.
However. before I go. I must get one thing
been
off my chest. This is something that has
bugging me Iiir about the past two years or so
Anyway. as the old saying goes. I’m mad a
ys
iiti know -what and I’m not going to take ii
anymore. and what better way to express nn
displeasure than in writing.
What is it that makes me feel this way? It’s
his particular television commercial. the one
idi the egg in the frying pan and. an ominous
wice intoning. "This is your brain on drugs.
any questions?’
I’m sure most people with access to a tele% ision set have seen this omunen:ial by nov,,
I here a sinking feeling that not many peo.
pic are getting the message.
How do I know? In the approximately two
ears since the original commercial appeared.
iwo more in a similar vein were made. The sec
ond of them shows that same trying pan with
that same voice announcing. "OK, one last
time, this is drugs." Then, as the egg drops into
the pan. he adds. "This is your brain on drugs.
any questions!’
Apparently. some people out there STII.I.
didn’t get the message, so yet another version of
this commercial hit the airwaves. This time, a
man appeared on camera with an egg in his
hand and, in the background. was a frying pan.
"This is your brain." the man said as he held
up the egg. "And this is drugs," he continued.
pointing to the frying pan. Then came the same
old business with the egg sizzling in the pan
supposedly representing one’s brain on drugs,
and again, the question "Any questions’?" was
posed.
Caxiohhhhhhh"’"" How revolting","
I’ve never seen a more disgusting, more insulting commercial in my life!
Well, maybe it’s not quite as disgusting or
insulting as some other things I’ve seen on television. However. I do find this approach a hit
too hard-edged for my tastes, and I’m sure there
are at least a few people who would agree.
Surely. there must be a more civilized.
somewhat more pleasant way to get across this
message that drugs can he harmful. After all.
I’ve known all along how harmful an excessive
intake of drugs can be, and I certainly don’t
’iced ;s.otne rson, frying an egkin a pan to remind me 01 this tact.
ALSO, there may be a slight chance that a
few souls out there might get the wrong
message upon seeing this ad. When they
see the egg in the pan. they may actually get
some idea that maybe it is OK to take drugs.
"Oh, if I take drugs. that must mean I’ll
have a nice warm brain. After all, it’s better to
have a nice warm brain than a freezing cold
brain," they may think.
Sure, those geniuses who created that ad
could have just as easily shown a frigid block of
ice to represent the "brain on drugs." However, I do hope that nobody is stupid enough to
get the idea that taking drugs will result in any
feelings that can be considered "nice."
I personally have never taken drugs, and I
never will, simply because of the education I
have received throughout grammar school. high
school and college. I realized the harmful effects of drugs even before hearing about them
on television, and I personally consider the eggin-the-frying-pan commercial a blatant insult to
my intelligence.
Sure, as some may say, "It’s just a commercial." and they may suggest that "If you
hate the commercial so much, why don’t you
just change the channel."
. What bugs me even more than the commercial itself, however, is the fact that, in spite of
everything that various areas of the media are
doing to try to discourage drug abuse. there are
people out there who still smoke crack, snort COe
m
a
and poison
their minds
bodies with
and c
any type of drug that may come their way. It’s
sick, it’s disgusting and it makes me mad!
.
1 have a few suggestions for anyone considering making another anti-drug commercial:
Don’t spend so much time concentrating
on negative aspects of excessive drug usage. try
showing the positive, pleasant and peaceful aspects of what a drug-free life can bring.
The new ads can show people walking in
the park, spending happy times with close
Inends, family or acquaintances and sharing
peaceful moments where anyone can share a
smile, a hug, a laugh or a few encouraging
Each of them would be enjoying the simple pleasures of life, all without a drug in sight
drugs
Aboyeinali,esratt)o thata goodm
person ed.oes not need
have
.
It may take a while for some people to believe what they are seeing, but in the long run, it
would work so much better than showing an
egg frying away in a pan, at least I think so.
Who knows’? This new positive approach
may even convince anyone who is taking drugs.
or at !east considering taking drugs, that a drug tree life is the only way to go.
I certainly hope so.
Vincent T. Oddo is an associate editor.
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SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
available to SJSU student faculty
and staff organizations at no charge
Forms are availabie in the Daily
newsroom
Wahiquist Library North
Room 104 and at the Into
Center of the Student Union The
deadline for entries is 10 a m No
phone in items will be accepted

Rick Romagosa Daily staff photographer
.An unidentified man ran his Ford Falcon into a pillar in Seventh Street Garage

Seizure victim crashes car
in Seventh Street Garage
!Iv Barbara Langley
Daily ;raft writer
A ca. f,ntitring the Seventh
Street Garage i ,
day crashed
into one of the support pillars,
forcing parking officials to shut
down the garage for about 45
minutes while the wreckage was
removed.
At 11:58 a . m. , an unidentified
man had put his money into the
ticket machine and took a parking pass. His head started to
shake and was hanging out the
window, said parking attendant
Ranjit Kuriyedah.
An unidentified woman in the
car behind his honked her horn to
get help, said Kuriyedah, who
had been taking money in the
other lane.
"She must have seen it happen
when he was taking the ticket."

he said.
By the time Kuriyedah realized what was going on. the Ford
Falcon had zoomed out of control and swallowed the square
pillar.
The woman that had tried to
point out the seizure and another
unidentified woman from a car in
the other entrance lane ran to car
and tried to lift the victim out,
Kuriyedah said.
University police had arrived
by that time and removed the
man from the car. Less than five
minutes later, paramedics arrived
and put him in an ambulance.
The man "came to in the ambulance and he was raising hell
because he wanted to get out,"
said Gordon Parco, a parking supervisor.
At that time, UPD officers

were unable to find any identification. Perco assumed that he
was an art student because there
was a large brown portfolio in
the back seat of the car.
The pale green Ford was dislodged from the column with the
help of A and A Towing. The
Falcon screached as it was pulled
from the cement that had penetrated about two feet into the the
front of the car.
There was no damage to the
pillar. Parco said. And even if
the column had been damaged.
it’s only one of the numerous
supports in the garage, he said.
The only remnants of the accident were a few scratches on the
pillar and the two large oil spots
that had been covered with sand
by parking officals.

TODAY
SJSU JA.ZZ STUDIES: Concert with Plastic
Jungle noon Student Union Amptheatre
Call 275-0157
DEPARTMENTS OF POLITKAL SCIENCE. JOURNALISM AND MASS COMMUNICATIONS LIBRARY: Civility Sensitivity and Free Speech
9 30 a m
Engineering 189 Call 924-5559
FANTASY AND STRATEGY CLUB: Open
Gaming. 6pm SU Costanoan Room Cali
924-7097
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE: Film Series
Alcoholism Lde Under the influence. 10
am. Death in the West. noon. ’Haight.
Ashbury Cocaine Film, 12 30 pm Health
Building Room 208 Call 924-6117
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Bible Study. noon
S U Montaivo Room Call 298-0204
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION: Becton for tall 90 officers .4 15 pm
BC 214, for applications BC 208
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: Information
table. 10 a m to 2 p m . in front of S U Call
257-6050
BULLYT: Open reading, 12 30 pm . FO
104 Call 559-0645
MECHA: Nomination meeting. 6 p m to B
p m WIN 307 Chicano Library Resource
Center Call 257-8033
CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT: Chem 291
Preliminary M S seminar, Lennox J Hams,
Cosmogenic Nuclide Studies Laboratory
experiments on neutron and proton cross
sections of long lived cosmogenic nuclides,.
4-30 p m.. DH 505, Final MS Seminar by
Mark Allen Vidensek. The synthesis and
characterzation of bonded liquid crystal stationary phases for use in high performance
liquid chromatography. 1 p m, DH 505 Call
924-5000
THURSDAY
CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT: Chem 291
Preliminary M.S. seminar, Lennox J Harris.
"Cosmogenic Nuclide Studies. Laboratory
experiments on neutron and proton cross
sections of long lived cosmogenic nuclides..
430 pm DH 505. Final MS Seminar by
Mark Allen Vidensek, -The synthesis and
characterzation of bonded liquid crystal stationary phases for use in high performance
liquid chromatography, 1 pm OH 505. Call

924-5000
DELTA SIGMA THETA SORORITY Hear
arid Beauty seminar 7 p ni Alm American
Center 16th and Alban) CaN 224-8176
SJS11 THEATRE ARTS: The musical Chicago 1 pin University Theatre (5th and
San Fernando, Cali 924-4555
LESBIAN GAY AND BISEXUAL ALUANCE: Meeting Guest speaker Or Kathleen Roe speaking on identity management
430 to 630 pm SU Guadalupe Room
Call 236-2002
CATHOUC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: Can
Christians Own BMWs, Christian Lifestyle
Issues discussion with Natalie Shires 7
pm. Campus Ministry Chapel ItOth and
San Cartosi Call 298 0204

ALCONOUCS ANONYMOUS: Meeting
noon Campus Christian Center i tow and
San Carlos)
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
CENTER. Career expioration by cbrnbule,
Ii a in Butking Classroom 13 Career patterns in professional design 1 1 30 p m
S U Aimaden Room Co-op orientation
230 pm SU Costanoan Room Call 9246030
PHI CHI THETA: General meeting 630
pm SU Costanoan Room
SAN JOSE STATE UNIV. NUTRITION
CLUB: Diet Riot a symposium on weight
loss 6 pm SU Umuhnum Room Ca
924-3100
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WALKER
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TALKERS
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NIGHT FEAST
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LITTLE JOHN
CHRISLEY
NIAI/YLAN ROSE
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YesterDaily
Because many students are not
The second annual Media Day
on campus every day. YesterDaily event held Monday in the Student
provides readers with a recap of Union for students from 14 high
the previous day’s top stories.
schools around the area was not a
Students will go to the polls media extravaganza. But for the
Wednesday and Thursday to de- 2(1) students who attended, it was
cide if they will pay more to sup- an attempt to help them decide
port instructionally related activ- whether or not their future was in
ities. The fee increase of $10. the
only proposal on the special ballot,
will help fund such IRA groups as
the Spartan Marching Band.

journalism.
The Spartan Daily has new leaders. Rob Neill was chosen Thursday as the new executive editor for
the fall 1990 semester. Also Jesse
Baliscao was chosen to be the advertising director for the fall.

SJSU AWARD WINNING...

Junk food
to be sold
in schools
The
LOS ANGELES (AP)
school board scrapped a 10-yearold ban on selling junk food in
school cafeterias so it can make up
for cuts in federal fixxi subsidies
and avoid laying off’ lunchroom
workers.
"I’m ashamed of’ what happened tonight, but we really don’t
have a choice." board member
Roberta Weintraub said after Monday’s unanimous vote. "It’s a
question of jobs versus junk
fix)d."
In 1980, the Los Angeles Urn tied School District stopped cafeteria sales of potato chips. soda and
other snacks deemed nutritional]
deficient.
But a $10 million deficit in the
district’s cafeteria fund and the
prospect of laying off more than
RX) cafeteria workers prompted
the hoard to reverse the ban, off icials said.
In addition, a policy that allowed student-run stores on campus to sell the snacks undercut the
cafeteria ban, officials said. Profits
from those sales went to pay tor
student activities, not the district.
"rhat destroyed our junk food
policy," Ms. Weintraub said.
’When kids could walk down the
hall and buy candy and Coke during lunch time, we couldn’t keep
them in the cafeteria."
The district also will increat.e
student lunch prices by 10 cents foi
elementary pupils and 25 cents for
junior high and high school students to increase revenue.

r[ Come to

the
IBM PS/2 Fair
MAY 9TH AND 10TH

LATIN JAZZ ENSEMBLE
In’a,

Will present an evening of
Traditional through
Contemporary
Latin Jazz styles under the
direction of:
DANIEL SABANOVICH

Mg OE

40

wif

7,-0-11011111

111111011low.
I

WEDNESDAY, MAY 2nd at 7:30 pm
in the SJSU MUSIC DEPT.
CONCERT HALL
Donations:
$5.00 General
$3.00 Students and Seniors

were Toyota Motor Credit Corporation (TMCC), one of Americas
fastest-growing and most successful automotive finance

organizations. For aspiring professionals, we provide on-the-Job
training programs and a team spirit that fosters personal
growth. We currently have excellent entry-level positions for
Collectors at our San Ramon branch office
You will be responsible for all retail collection activity and
customer service for assigned accounts. A BA/BS degree, good
communication skills and basic computer abilities are essential
Collections experience is a distinct advantage
In addition to the advantage of working with an Industry leader,
TMCC offers a competitive starting salary, excellent benefits, and
a progressive work environment. For immediate
consideration, please call 1415) 830-8200, or
send your resume with salary
history to:
TOYOTA TMCC
Toyota motor Credit Corporation,
MOTOR
2420 Camino Ramon, Bldg J.
CREDIT
Suite 130, PO. Box 5023,
CORPORATiON
San Ramon, CA 94583;
Attn: Human Resources
as one to be 01
Working
EOE M/F/H/V

:ome to the IBM PS/2fi Fair. Have some fun with the
I BM Personal System/2fi Try itsee how you can
get more done in less time. Then ask about:
easy-to-use, preloaded
software
special student prices*
affordable loan payments*
The IBM PS/2 Fair is a fun way to
learn some valuable lessons for
college and beyond.

r_71 91 no porton

Bookstore in the Art Clued
Wednesday, May 9, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Thursday, May 10, from 10 a.m. 104 p.m.

Get you, hands on a PS 2-- and take one home!
Immediate availability on selected models
when puichased with cashier’s check or credit
card!
See the new RISC System/6000
meet your SJSU collegiate reps
and
II Register to win a variety of prizes II
hot ntlet evadable only to qualified students ,C Oly and stall Ono osmoses* IBM PS)?, through petteesenng ,ampoa outlets Order. ete tekieet
to change and IBM may withdraw the oiler at any onto wthoul +onion notice
evettaboll Is
IBM Person& System/ 2 and PS/2 me repteleted Peden., k s of Inter nattonal &tweet’ Mechem, Corpomtion
IBM Corpotanon 1990

Prices ore sussed
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Big sixth inning sinks UNLV

Women golfers ranked
first nationally in latest poll

Zenger’s arm,
two RBIs save
the Spartans

I./Joy stall report

The SJSU women’s golf team
has been named tops in the
country in the latest p)II. Last
week the Spartans were ranked
second behind Arizona State.
Four Spartans are ranked in
the individual top-20. Pat Hurst
with a numberleads the w
three national ranking.
Hurst is Iiillowed by Dina
Ammaccapanc tYthl. Ninni
Sterner 17th) and Tracy Han-

11, Robert %laniard
Daily slatlwriter

SANTA CLARA --- It was all
Mitzi Zenger in the Spartans 6-5
victory over ninth-ranked UNl.k
Monday evening
With the Spartans trailing 3-0,
Zenger was called upon to relieve
starting pitcher I.isa Wehren. She
escaped a bases-loaded, no outs
lam in the fifth inning by forcing
all three batters she faced to
ground out. She allowed only one
runner to cross the plate.
I felt comfortable. I had nothing to lose." Zenger said of the
pressure situation. "I just wanted
to get us out of it."
Zenger did more than that.
The 5 -foot-7-inch freshman had
two hits, two RBIs and scored Ow
first run of the Spartans six -run
sixth inning rally that gave SJSU
the 6-5 victory. She added two
more RBIs in the nightcap.
"This is the first night I have hit
well in a while," Zenger said.
Assistant coach Rhonda Revelle
said Zenger’s biggest challenge
this year has been hitting against
Division I pitching. Fler batting average was only around . I (X) before
Monday’s games.
Better concentration and discipline were the keys to her hitting
success on Monday. Zenger said.
"I said ’I’m going to do it.’ "
Zenger said. "I didn’t feel nervous."
Junior Leann Emery pitched a
six hit shutout in SJSU’s 3-0 victory in the second game.
"My defense worked for me,"
Emery said. "We’re starting to
pick up momentum for the regionals."
With the doubleheader sweep,
the 14th-ranked Spartans moved
into fifth place in the Big West
while upping their conference record to 15-17. They are 31-25
overall.
The Rebels fell to 19-13 in conference play and 35-22 overall.
"We have to get into the top
five (in the Big West) to get into
the regionals,- Zenger said. -mg
The Spartans are currently a few
percentage points ahead of UOP,
which is 14-16 in conference play.
SJSU will travel to Pacific on
Friday for a double header and
close out the season on Saturday
when it hosts UC-Santa Barbara.
As of Monday, the Gouchos were
7-2 I .
If the Spartans win their next
four games they have a better than
average chance of advancing to the
Western Regionals, Revelle said.
If they only win three, there is still
a chance they could get selected.
Revelle said that eight of the

Holmoe retires
from 49ers

The A.S. Program Board Presents:
Jan Mons

SHE’S OUT - SJSU catcher Tami Rudd tags out
UNLV’s Patricia Spencer in the Spartans’ 6-5 win

SPARTAN

SPORTS
’I said ’I’m going
to do it’ I didn’t
feel nervous.’
- Mitzi Zenger,
SJSU

Holmoe plans to return to Brigham Young. where he will coach
defensive hacks while pursuing a
masters degree in sports administration.

pitcher

conference’s 10 teams have been
ranked in the Top-20 nationally
and that this season the selection
committee will probably take five
from the Big West.
"It is classified as the toughest
in nation," she said of the conference.
Last season SJSU finished fifth
with a 21-15 record and was overlooked.
This season, SJSU won seven of
its last eight games, including a
sweep of third place Cal State Fullerton.
The victories over UNLV on
Monday have kept the momentum
going.
In the opening game, Zenger
started the sixth inning rally with a
single to right field. After a Stephanie Mendoza strike out, outfielder Sharon Cafini lined a base
hit to right field, sending Zenger to

UNLV
SJSU

002 021 0-5 12 1
000 006 X-6 70

Harrigan and Benjamins. Wehren,
Zenger (5) and Rudd. W-Zenger
(9-8). L-Harrigan (19-14). Leading
hitters - SJSU: Cafini 2x3, Zenger
2x2.

UNLV
SJSU

Daily stall photographer

Monday. The 14th -ranked Spartans swept the ninth.
ranked Rebels in a doubleheader.

second.
Second baseman Roz Rios followed with a bouncer to Rebel
pitcher Lori Harrigan. Harrigan
charged the ball but threw wildly
over first baseman Dena Baker’s
head allowing Zenger to score. and
Rios and Cafini to advance to third
and second, respectively.
SJSU first baseman Janie Menese% singled to left scoring Cafini
and sending Rios to third. The hit
pulled the Spartans to within 5-2.
Trina Walsh kept the rally alive
with an RBI single to right field
sending Meneses to second.
Spartan outfielder Darcy Stapley
then slid head first to beat out an
infield chopper and load the bases.
Shortstop Tiffany Cornelius was
forced out at the plate when second
baseman Janis Richner grounded
to third.
With two outs. Harrigan walked
SJSU catcher Tann Rudd on a 3-2
pitch, allowing pinch-runner Jenny
Cook to score and make it 5-4
UNLV.
In came Zenger for her second at
bat of the inning.
She responded with a two-run
single to center. Stapley and Richner scored to give the Spartans a 65 lead, which they would not reliquish.
"She was a world-beater the
first four innings," Revelle said of
Harrigan.
After SJSU made adjustments in
the batters box they were able to
hit Harrigan, Revelle said.

FIRST GAME

"She tended to get rattled,Revelle said of Harrigan. "She
started to throw the ball right in
there."
The lady Spartans started the
off.
second game right where they left
Rosalind Badger opened the
game with a single to center field
After Cornelius forced her at second. Walsh hit safely with a
swinging bunt base hit, sending
Cornelius to second.
A passed ball allowed both Cornelius and Walsh to advance a base
Shapley’s base hit to left field
scored Cornelius and gave the
Spartans the only run they would
need.
Zenger doubled in Cornelius and
Irina Walsh in the sixth inning.

Wednesday Night Cinema
WIN TICKETS TO SEE LOS LOBOS, MAY 5 AT THE SUREC

IACK,LEMMON.TEDO\SO\
tl.

\\VI IN

etot

l’CP

May 2, 1990 Morris Dailey Au& 7 & 10 p.m. $2.00

MLR
Funded by Associated Students. For more info. call 924-6261.

$1.00 CASH + 1 BAXTER’S BUCK = ANY DRINK

Are You Ready For Finals?

SECOND GAME
000 000 0 -0 5 0
100 000 X -1 71

Now-May 18

Great Prices On Great Calculators

King and Benjamins. Emery and
Rudd. W-Emery (9-6). L-King (96). Leading hitters - SJSU: Rios
2x3, Walsh 2x3 Records- SJSU
31-25, 15-17; UNLV 35-22, 19-13.

(IMCO DE MVO (0110ERT (ElEBRPTION
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HP
HP
HP

SANTA CLARA (AP) - Torn
Holmoe, a reserve safety who
played on the San Francisco 49ers’
last three Super Bowl teams, has
announced his retirement, a newspaper reported Tuesday.
Holmoe, 30, played in eight regular-season games and one playoff
game for the 49ers last season. He
underwent knee surgery on Jan. 25
and did not play in Super Bowl
XXIV.
Holmoc was a fourth-round
draft pick in 19113 out of Brigham
Young.
"Tom is sort of like (49ers
backup quarterback) Steve Young,
an unsung hero to this club," San
Francisco coach George Seifert
told the San Mateo Times. "He’s
meant a great deal, in that he’s
been the ultimate team player."
Holmoe, who had five career interceptions for San Francisco since
being drafted in the fourth round
out of Brigham Young in 1983. is
the second 49er to retire from the
defending Super Bowl champions.
Defensive tackle Pete Kugler, who
announced his intention to retire
during the playoffs, was the first.
Despite Holmes retirement,
the 49ers appear to have enough
depth at safety going into this season. Third-year pro Chet Brooks
second-year John Jackson. both
with the 49ers last year. will compete with Dave Waymer and Greg
Cox, plan B signees from New Orleans and the New York Giants. respectively.

son (181h).
Last season the Spartans won
the NCAA championship. their
second national championship
in the past three years. They
have been ranked in the top five
in each of the last five years.
They will defend their title on
May 23-That the NCAA Championships at Hilton Head. SC.
"The nationals start on May
23. and we’ll he ready." Spartan coach Mark iale said.

W
K A Ft C.)
Spartan
Regular Price
12C
$74.95
17BII
$89.95
32S
$59.95
28S
$189.95

SALE
$69.95
$85.95
$54.95
$179.95

Spartan
Regular Price
$49.95
$18.95
$24.95
$44.95

FX-5000
FX-145
FX-3600
FX-4500

WILLIE COLON
CULTURE CLASH

SALE
$44.95
$15.95
$19.95
$39.95

SAT. Mfly 5 is 1990

EVENT CENTER ARENA
7th S SAM CARLOS SAN JOSE

S HI A Ft Fo

Concert from 7-11 p.m.
Festivities begin 5:30 p.m.
Authentic Mexican Foods
Pre -Concert Entertainment
Dancin’ Dancin’

EL -733
EL -5200
EL-506SLR
EL -5500
EL-731SLR

MOE Bf PHONE
4.,

a

SALE
$24.95
$79.95
$21.95
$79.95
$18.95

Dancin’

TICKETS AT ALL BASS/TICKETMASTER

IWO

Spartan
Regular Price
$28.95
$94.95
$26.95
$84.95
$28.95

5
Mos

VISA

P.. 924-1809

BOOKSTORE HOURS:
MON-THURS 7:15 A.M. TO 7 PM.
FRI 7:15 A.M. TO 5 P.M.
SAT
10 A.M. TO 4 P.M.

ARSICSIULING FtlIG I LOCAL tdPit .1.40211

or cal Events Center Box Me 924-6374

408. 998. BOSS

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
SFRVICE IS OUR MAJOR’
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Major leagues cuts team rosters to 25

Sand trapped

-teams had until midnight EDT
AP) -- Major league rosters,
which will he restored next season. to get down trout 27 to either 24 of
returned a year early as major
25. The first has been obsersed by
league teams cut extra players allowed to stay for three weeks be- gentleman’s agreement in major
cause of the delay in spring train- league baseball since IMO, the
ing due to the owners’ lockout.
second is still the tin:nil limit

Baseball
playoffs?
By RANDY ROBERTSON
experience counts 101
II.thing,
the Spartan baseball
team may just make it to the
playoffs this season.
After winning 40 games for
only the second time ever last season, SJSU was snubbed when the
NCAA announced its playoff bids.
Spartan coach Sam Pinto) said the
Spartans were newcomers to the
spotlight, so they were bypassed in
favor of traditional baseball powers.
The way this season started, it
looked like SJSU (38-13) would
be a shoo-in for the post-season. In
their first 30 games, the Spartans
lost just twice. 28-2. The amazing
thing is that most of those wins
were against capable Division I
teams.
Even when they lost. the Spartans looked good. Their first two
losses were by one run, and each
time they had the bases loaded in
the ninth inning.
Winning the Spartan Classic
was one of the high points of the
season. The Spartans beat Minnesota, Brigham Young, Oregon
State, Washington and Ohio State
en route to the championship.
Once Big West play began, the
Spartans came back to earth. It’s
not that they weren’t capable of
winning, but that the competition
was that much tougher. The Big
West is one of the strongest conferences in the country, so each
weekend they faced a formidable
opponent. The results have been
fair.
a 7-8 conference reWITH
cord. the Spartans are tied
for fifth place in the Big
West. They have six conference
games remaining, three each
against UC-Irvine and Fullerton
State. There are also three nonconference games to play. against
UC-Davis, Hayward State and
Santa Clara. SJSU played UCDavis last night. but the results
were not available at press time.
Spartan coach Sam Piraro said
the team probably needs to win
seven of the nine games to make
the playoffs. Winning seven
games "would give us 45 wins,
put us over .500 in conference and
put us in the first division," Piraro
said.
Piraro said the NCAA playoff
berths will likely go to the top four
Big West teams. So, the final
weekend of the season could put
the whole season on the line for
SJSU. The Spartans host Fullerton
State at Municipal Stadium May
11-13.
"That will be a big weekend,"
Piraro said. "Depending on how
we do this weekend (at UC-Irvine), we may have to sweep
them."
That is where the experience
will be a factor. Last season the
Spartans were close, but didn’t
quite make it. Piraro said the team
is confident and only looking one
game at a time.
Still, the NCAA playoffs was
one of the team’s goals at the outset of the season. It appears that
the team will once again win 40
games, and that in itself is an accomplishment.
"Anytime you can win 40
games in a season, that’s a real
milestone," Piraro said.
The school record for wins in a
season is 40 set in 1978 and tied
last season. With nine games left,
this Spartan team should break the
school record.
"The program has gotten to the
point where people respect us,"
Piraro said.
The only question now is how
much respect SJSU will receive
from the NCAA playoff selectors.
The experience from last year.
plus the fact that the Spartans were
ranked in the top 10 this season,
has given the school national recognition. That could be the difference between being snubbed last
season and qualifying this time
around.
The remaining two weeks will
prove how successful this team is.
Nobody questions their talent, but
now they must produce. As Piraro
said, "it is crunch-time."
"We know what we have to
do," Piraro said. "It is just a matter of doing it."
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NOW...GRADUATE TO
A NEW TOYOTA WITH
NO MONEY DOWN!
No payments for 90 days’

College grads with career -oriented jobs can
buy a new Toyota with NO MONEY DOWN’
We ye

got a Toyota that s lust right for you

from the affordable TERCEL Coupe to the sporty

sleek CELICA or
trucking

roomy CAMPY

And

MR2

if you re keie

you know TOYOTA TRUCKS are
No matter which

new

Kings of the Hill

r

TOYOTA you want

F-11.

if s included in this offer
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Daily staff ptiolographer
West Conference tournament in Utah Tuesday,
.
Mike Foster finished 2nd
Kelley Chinn

Bobby Siraso blasts out of the sand in a recent
tournament. SJS1, finished 3rd ()serail at the Big

Tyson will fight ex-Olympian
NEW YORK (AP)
More than
two months after the whipping, the
wounds have healed and Mike
Tyson is ready to move on. In fact,
he said, he was ready to do that
two days after the whipping.
"It was a shock at first," Tyson
said of his 10th-round knockout at
the hands of Buster Douglas at
Tokyo on Feb. II. "But you know
the old fighters lost. You just take
it from there. It took me two days
to get over it.’’
Tyson’s aura of invincibility
was shattered by the loss which
cost him the heavyweight championship and ended a string of 37
straight victories.
"Those things happen." he
said. "You’re successful for a
time. Eventually, you get your
head handed to you. I had 37 good
nights and one had one. I’m sure
I’ve got more good ones in me.
"You have to handle the good
with the had. You always get an-

’You’re successful
for a time.
Eventually, you
get your head
handed to you.’
Mike Tyson,
ex-heavyweight champion
other chance."
His next chance comes June 16
at Caesars Palace in Las Vegas in a
10-rounder against 1984 Olympic
gold medalist Henry Tillman, who
beat Tyson twice when both were
amateurs. The other half of the
HBO doubleheader sends another
ex-champ, 41 -year-old George
Foreman. against Brazilian Adilson Rodriguez., The card will be co-promoted by
longtime adversaries Don King.

who handles Tyson’s career, and
Bob Arum, who is directing Foreman’s comeback after a 10-year retirement.
Foreman, packing 260 pounds.
munched on cookies and brownies
as King and Arum took turns praising each other.
"As you can see," he said.
"I’m not a hungry fighter."
He is anxious, however, to fight
Tyson. viewing him as the quickest route to a title shot.
"I remember in Zaire, Angelo
Dundee kept telling Ali, ’Don’t
play with that sucker, Foreman
said. "I’ve got a poster on the wall
at my gym. It says, ’King Kong is
back and he’s mad.’ Well, the
sucker is back and he’s mad.
"I will fight anybody. anytime.
Some people won’t fight me no
time. You can say I’m old and fat.
out of shape and out of the past.
But here Ii’.."

START YOUR SUMMER
WITH
SHERIDAN U.S.A.

HERE S HOW YOU QUALIFY:
* Graduate from a four.year college or
graduate school within the next six months
You have one year from receipt of your
degree to take advantage of

the program

* Have a verifiable otter tor a lob that will
begin within 120 days of your purchase
with a salary sufficient to cover ordinary
living expenses ant vehicle payments

Call for details...

Balistrert

Toni
Representative

Student

984-1234

TRUST US TO TREAT YOU RIGHT,

STEVENS CREEK
MUM
4 425

srr VENS CREEK

... -TOYOTA
11.011

BLVD SANTA ni ARA 14081 984 1234

"I’M A
COLLEGE
STUDENT. AND
WORKING FOR
KELLY HAS
HELPED I\LE
UNDERSTAND
THE
BUSINESS
WORLD."

Job Opportunities:
Exciting Australian Bedroom Store needs
enthusiastic design oriented managers,
assistant managers, and sales consultants.
Will work with your schedule. Excellent pay,
benefits, major growth potential.
For An Interview
Call Michael Bence
(408) 255-1494

\

Order your college ring NOW.

I(,__’I,

April 30 -May 4 Tirne. 10a111 4P=

ph.:

"I’ve broadened my education and expanded rin,. knowledge. Improved 111V
Ws the perfect .job experience to put on a reS1111W or an application...

KELLY Temporary
Services

Deco& Required’ $2")

Spartan Bookstore

3C --

kr11, 1.rvo.

PAM Min your Alm ow...Mew be WI &NU lee our annplele ring mobilo. an dlopiny in pan r.
I

Ito.

The Kelly GePeople The

First and The Best’
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Avoid unwanted gifts.,
A Wedding Makeover That’s Not Just Makeup.
On your special day, look your best with our wedding package special
for $150. Call now for an appointment in which you will receive.
A European Facial
Enzyme Peel
Eye Brow Wax
Face and Body Studio
Bikini Wax
European Face and Body Care
Bel Gato Center
Body Peel

Emporium Eastridge invites you
to take advantage
of our Bridal & Gift Registry.
Please Visit or make an appointment
with our
Bridal Consultant, Charlotte Statti

1645 S. Bascom Ave. Suite 3
Campbell, CA (Take Hamilton exit- Right on Bascom)
CALL
( 4 0 8 ) 3 7 7 - 2 9 2 9

0

DRIDAL

IIGISTI:1’1,

15% Discount On Orders Of $100" Or More.

131RANNONS
VALAIS’ I7tI4IS
C4SIJ,I4IS
TABLES CHAIRS LINENS
DISHES GLASSES FLATWARE
SILVER FOUNTAINS PAPER PRODUCTS
WEDDING SUPPLIES TENTS/CANOPIES

Emporium Eastridge
2190 Tully Rd.
San Jose, CA 95122
ph # 238-5555 ext. 275

2052 LINCOLN AVE
(AT MALONE)
SAN JOSE

One coupon per order hauled delivery area.
vord with other oilers

EXPIRES 331 91

25% Off
Limo Service
Act now I Receive 25% oft our regular
hourly rate, three hour minimum rental.
Present this coupon for your discount.

*4 TIM LIMO

Limit one coupon per customer
OFFER EXPIRES 2/28/91

1109 Pembidge Dr., San Jose

266-5466

ARRIVE IN STYLE
Any Location
For Every Occasion

It rod ucing the award winning DIAMONDS OF
I)ISTINCTION toinicnoN, in its exclusive West -Coast
appearance. This is your cham c to not only view, but to o ti
.1 I MANI( )\110FDISTINCTION, ,een advertised in the leadii
1.1511 Em magazines. For a limited iime this unique oppon111111%,
IS yours at the Proctor’s locations below. For the Mother if
I hstinction...a Diamond of Distinction.
The Pruneyard, April 29$ & 3015, 408.371.1111* town & Country, San lose, May lot & lad, 408 741 2010
Town & (pantry, Sunnyva)e, May 3rd & 416, 108.736.5290. Almaden Plata. May 5$ & 6111, 408 765 0445
Broadway Flare, Walnut (reek, May 7th & 8th, 415 935 8545
Volk fashion Palk, May 915 & 10th, 408 153 1596 NewPoik Mall, May I I th 1315, 415 196 411,
FINAN(ING AVAILABLE

ROLEX

11,

I.:

Specializing In:
"Guaranteed" Customer Service
Competitive Rates for All Occations
Fully Equipped Limousines
Tuxedoed Chauffeurs
Cloth Napkins & Crystal Glasses

THE
LARGEST’
SELECTION
of
Bridal Gown,
Prom and

Complimentary

Pageant
Dresses
and Dyeable
Shoes

* Champagne
Long Stemmed Roses
’ Keepsake Photo in a Colorful Calendor
Red Carpet Service with Every Charter
MIME

MMENIIIIMMIIMIIM

1111888181111-81MMINOVIMIIMIIIIMIMINIM

Any Location For Every Occasion

WITH THIS COUPON
CALL NOW

LOS GATOS

356-3255

877 CHESTNUT ST

$4000 PER HOUR
SOME RESTRICTIONS APPLY

293-5466

SAN JOSE
EXPIRES 3/31/91
SJ 95110

TiEw9NR

Ills
Bianchi
Jena
Galina
San -Martin
Sweetheart
Gowns
The Diamond
Connection
Eve of Milady
Mary’s
Bill Levkoff
Wafters &
Watters
Pius many,
many morel

4 1 0 Town & Country Village
San Jose
2 4 1 - 8 1 3 6
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Make Your Bachelorette Party

fts.,

One to Remember
With our special low price on
Lingerie, Lotion and Bedroom Toys.
Call and reserve your appointment
TODAY!

/OU

111e1 t

Intimate Pleasure and Apparel
tatti

OF

New Retail Location
Bel Gato Center
1645 S. Bascom Ave.
(408)377-6135

SARATOGA

Division of Brannon’s Patty Rents

Grand Opening Special

(Take Hamilton exit Rt. on Bascom)

Sipring Flower Arrangements
Starting at 530.00
With Free Delivery Until June 1

(408)996-2104

FREE

1821 Saratoga Avenue
Saratoga, CA
95070
Come see our unique houseplants,
baskets and floral accessories

Make-over for the Bride and her attendants.
’Be Camera fkcady" on your special day.
10% off on all cosmetics.

MA

Julie Conklin
(408) 249-5883

Everything for the

Bride -to-Be
Distinctive Wedding Accessories

* Custom Wedding Invitations
* Personalized Favors and Favor Baskets
* Veils and Hats
* Pew Bows Made To Order
* Head Wreaths
* Custom Color Coordinating
1

SIMPLY
, STUNNING

PS. I Love You
El Paseo Center
Saratoga Avenue
(408) 374-4695

19648 Stevens Creek Blvd.
" Cupertino
(408) 257-3455

Relax and enjoy a day of Beauty,
Lily’s Presents a $50 Wedding Package
Which Includes:
* Shampoo / Style
* Make-up
* Manicure

46*A

19676 Stevens Creek
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408)973-0253

Celebrate Your Wedding
In Style.

nardajon
Tuxedo
8e
13ridai 13eLles

The Classic Difference

Complete Selection of Color
Coordinated Styles in Stock for Your Approval

IE
EST
TION
own,
and
ant
ses

eablo
es

srnond
ction
Vilady

Dynasty/ Collection
Christian Dior
Pierre Cardin
Miami Vice

On your wedding day wear the very
finest tuxedo fashions available by
Pierre Cardin
Dior
After -Six
Lord West

Wedding Special
Any Tuxedo
Any Size
Any Designer

orel
age

Grooms Formal Wear Free
With 5 or more rentals

Immediate Alteration &
Take-Home Service

Special Group Discounts

Cruise & Vacation
Packages Available

Oo

00

4 Locations to Serve You
San Jose
San Jose
1811 W. San Carlos St.
(1 mile east from Valley fair)
(408) 289-9966

Milpitas
134 N. Milpitas Blvd.
(Milpitas Town Center)
(408) 263-4503

$65

.off

Y.S.L.
Bill Blass
After Six
Lord West

1807 E. Capitol Expwy.
(Silver Creek Plaza)
(408) 270-4891

San Jose

5677 A Snell Ave
Blossom Hill & Snell
(Longs & Fry’s)
(408) 224-8391

San Jose’s Largest & Most Complete
"BRIDAL CENTER"
Over 7,000 Sq. Ft. to serve your
Bridal needs.
.

1Mile East from Valley Fair
1811 W. San Carlos St. San Jose, Ca.

Mardajon
(408) 280-6655

Bridal Belles
(408) 289-9966

EH Thomas .forrnalwear
101 COMPLETE MENS STORE
830 TOWN AND COUNTRY v,I.L.Ga
SAN Josr 408 247 1024
Acno" mo
WI ......

Ct..

/

AND

M...........

J11111
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Fullerton: SJSU image
needs to be improved

Cha-Cha-Cha!!!

t tom pox,

to see that there is a major university in their own backyard. Unfortunately. the good news is always
in the back pages and the had news
tends to make the front page
’The message that we arc trying
to send out is that we have a very.
fine faculty. and excellent programs here at SJSU. Fullerton
said.
"Some people know of our programs and are very supportive
while others hardly know what is
offered here at SJSU. We will be
promoting things program by program."
Fullerton defended the actions
taken by SJSU in regards to Hal
gooyen and Strete. The president
said that reacting only after the in
dictment was tiled against Hal
gooyen was the right thing 101
SJSU to do.
The president said it would base

not beim appropriate if the university did otherwise. but she failed to
elaborate on specifics
Fullerton said that because of
the lack ot clarity 01 the allegation
against Strcte, no action has been
taken by the unisersas
The university will take actions that are appropriate and follow our policies.’’ Fullerton said.
These will not necessarily be to
burnish or remove the problem hut
the actions will based on all the information that is appropriate and
correct

page I
him to take care of all paperwodt.
"If somebody slays in a job too
long, they tend to accumulate an
excessive amount of power. Lee
said.
Lee described Willis’s attitude
toward students as "arrogant."
Willis denied the allegations,
saying that he has been as responsive to students as possible.
He said that the department has
offered as much as it could to students with the resources it has
available. and that "nothing that
isn’t routine in other departments, has been done in the economics department.
t FINIS

"IF YOU NEED TO WORK TO
GET THROUGH SCHOOL,
YOU NEED TO SEE UPS."
need two things to gel
through school good grades
nd money I cart take care
of the first at by myself, and
UPS is helping me take care
of the second They gave
me a part-time lob that really
pays

Lanes
/ 1.’1111,11,0’ I
dent Union Recreation director
Terry Gregory. at a Student Union
Board of Directors meeting on
April 16.
Included in the games area are
14 bowling lanes, 10 billiard tables. four table-tennis tables and
about 25 video games.
Usage of the area, run by twofulltime staff, including Deaver.
will slow down during the upconiing summer break, she said.
And during those summer
months, Deaver will gear her promotions to the people who are still
on campus.
One event that will keep her
busy is the Summer Olympics. she
said. This event, for the staff and
student assistants on campus, runs
from June through July.
Each department creates a teari)
and they compete in bowling, croquet, volleyball and a variety of
other events.
This is "the one time you get to
see everybody on campus," she
said.

Economics

"I make almost 1110,000
year for working about 4
hours a day, 5 days a week
But gel this. UPS has student
loons that let me borrow up
to 1125,000a rear tor college
Compare that anywhere
else I also got my choice of
schedules mor nings,
afternoons or nights My work
hours fit around my class
bilk
hours Most students work in
Operations And upon graduation, full-time positions are available
in Accounting, Industrial Engineering. I S or Customer Service
"No other company offers more to students t ha n UPS
them Get what you need to gel your diploma’

Talk to

Toschedulean interview. contact your Campus Job Placemint Office. We are an equal opportunity employer
WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US
141

UPS DELIVERS EDUCATION

Pestiside exposure
may cause illness
cha-cha is coining hack, at least for Duc
N. guy en. industrial studies junior, ihich brings a
I by

Celeste Cook Daily staff photographer

big smile to the lace of I buy Nguyen, mternational business senior, in their social dance class.

SACRAMENTO (API
More
than 2,100 cases of illnesses possibly linked to pesticide exposure
were reported in California during
1988. including three deaths, the
state Agriculture Department reported Tuesday.

Environment:SJSU students go to conference
From page /
called him up and told him exactly
what I wanted to do," she said.
"He told me I was the first person
to do that."
At SJSU, Schiavo has been a
mentor for Vallesteros: "He’s the
best teacher I’ve ever had. He’s
great."
Recently, Vallesteros has been
giving presentations at elementary
classrooms for Earth Day on endangered species.
"Now I know teaching is what I
want to do," she said. "It’s fun to
teach (the kids) something and see
them start to look at the world in a
new way.
Nchanda Imam, a graduate student studying environmental studies, was also influenced by
Schiavo.
Schiavo’s Evironmental Studies
101 class "changed my life and
changed my habits." Imara said.
"He has that impact on a lot of
people.
Iniara’s studies focus on appropriate technology for development
in West Africa. She will be going
to Ghana to work on her thesis this
summer.
Once Imara gathers the data, she
plans to write her thesis and graduate in the fall.
!mart*. who has a 3.26 GPA.
said she was probably accepted to
attend the conference because of
her extracurricular activities and
political activities.
Imara has been the chairwoman
during the last two years of African
Awarenem Month, she is the Forums Director on the Associated
Students Program Board and is
president of Pan-African Student
Union.
The last two years, she has also
received the school of social science award for outstanding contribution to the advancement of multicultural education at SJSU.
Imara also recently received recognition from Who’s Who Among
Students on American Universities
and Colleges.
Imara works with the Educational Opportunity Program as a student counselor and adviser. When
she graduates, she would like to

apply her counseling skills and
work with developing countries.
Lance Lister. now an environmental studies major emphasizing
hazardous waste management.
didn’t know what he wanted to do
until he took an environmental
studies class.
"I found out that chemicals are
going into the ground and into the
ocean, and I didn’t like that," said
Lister. "So I thought I should do
something about it."
"I’m not much of an outdoors
person. but as far as our environment’s concerned, that is what we
live in."
Lister said that the panels and
discussions at the conference were
eye opening and inspired him to try
and come up with solutions to
some of the problems.

’Now I know
teaching is what I
want to do.’
Anne Vallesteros,
environmental student
The head of the EPA discussed
why minorities need to get involved with issues regarding the
environment, and one speaker said
that 90 percent of hazardous waste
is in black neighborhoods.
"But (Reilly) was disregarding
the fact that (low income minorities) also have to make a living."
Lister said.
"They are thinking about putting flax’ on the table and getting

FIVE BRANCHES INSTITUTE
College of Traditional Chinese Medicine
200 Seventh Ave Santa Cruz, CA 95062
(408) 476-9424

Traditional Chinese
Medicine
In California the Licensed Acupuncturist (L Ac) is a Primary
Healthcare Provider. The Amencan education in this field has
reached a stage beyond pioneering to create a growing and
maturing professional status in the clinical applications of
traditional Chinese medicine Five Branches Institute has an
outstanding academic and clinical curriculum leading to a new,
yet traditiona.I profession.
We invite you to an us in a day of lectures, presentations, videos
and demonstrations at our campus in Santa Cruz, between 9am
and 4pm For more information, call (408) 476-9424

Career Day
Saturday May 5, 1990
Admission is free

clothes on their kids’ back as opposed to worrying about recycling
plastic bottles."
Lister said he has not figured out
a solution to the problem, hut he
wants a job where he can try to
come up with solutions and implement them. Specifically. Lister
wants a job where he can help
black people.
"They are the tines that put me
through college." said Lister, who
received a Martin Luther King
scholarship from his church.
Lister’s ultimate goal is to serve
God by helping people.
"My degree in environmental
studies will help me do that."

Short Term Commitments
Long Term Gains
Earn While you leaiii Make a short term commitment to a tempi wary
assigmnent slum
wns or breaks. Earn gtiod pay with Western
i valuable experience on the ioh. Work when
Temporatv Service...m.1
you want, where vii want, tor as long as you want. We’re alwavs here.
when you need money most. Give us a call. Western Tempirary Service,
The one to call when you want to wt
Stop in and ask but your complimentary "(lode fur Successfid
huerviewing" hot uklet. Over 150 offices so aldwide.
San Jose: 841 Blossom Mill Rd.. Suite .2121)
(4014) 365-7700
1999 South Bascom Ave., Suite .1003
(408) 371.7171
97 Metro Drive
(408) 452.1911
Siinnyvale: 657 Town 81 Country Village
(408) 245.4850
irIfti."t‘’’4<

8 Divisions

Western

TEMPORARY SERVICES

Civility, Sensitivity
And Free Speech
Should any words be banned on the
University campus?
The last of a three-part series on the
First Amendment features visiting scholar
Professor Thomas Grey, School of Law,
Stanford University

Wednesday, May 2, 1990
9:30-10:30 am,

Engineering Auditorium, Rm. 189

Sponsored by the Depts. of Political Science, Journalism and
Mass Communications, and the Library
Paid for by California State Lottery Funds

eil
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DALY CITY (API - A gunman went on a shooting spree early
yesterday killing one man. injuring
two police officers and tiring randomly at several vehicles before he
was apprehended, police said.
The alleged gunman. Paul Bel Wain. 46, was shot in the thigh
during a confrontation with a Daly
City police officer, said Daly City
police spokesman Jim McHenry.
Bellazain was reported in fair condition at Kaiser Hospital in South
San
Francisco,
a
hospital
spokeswoman said.
One man was shot to death at
John McLaren Park, according to

attitude
nt."
gations,
responwrit has
Ito stuit has
log that
depart he eco-

book to your home or business,
Super specials for everyone
Share the book with family, co.
workers & friends & receive up to
50% off on your own order, Thank
you Also, good parl.time income
for the holidays Call JANE at 251
5942
KNOW WHO IS WILLING to pay for
your expertise knowledge in your
study, field of Interest. or hobby
57 95 tells you where logo & what
to ask for at local agencies who
will assist you free of charge
Please send check to HART, Box
110266, Campbell, Ca. 95008
PERSONAL LOANS up to 52500,"
(Subject to credit approval) Call
WASHINGTON

SQUARE

FED.

ERAL Credit Union al (408) 947.
7273
STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enrol/ now. Save your teeth. ey55
and money. too Cleanings and

office visits at no charge For brochure see AS office (Student
Health Center) or call (408)3716811 in San Jose
U.S S BOXER REUNION
Was
your
Father.
Granddad,
Uncle, Cousin, Brother or Friend
one of the 50,000 men who served
on the U.S .S. Boxer CV21? If NO.
we are having a reunion in Parise
cola. Florida In Oct The dates are
10th, 1 lth, 12th 8 13th For more
Info call John P.m., at (415)
656-1497

Call

CHILD DEVELOP major to leech in
preschool center Based currIc

COUNSELOR DIRECT

Funhouse

Aaron Malchow

IN THE ENGLISH OFFICE ...
YO BIG hi, NOWT, YOU
LIKE TO PROCTOR DR.
HARDBROW5 CLA5S? HE ’5
NOT FEELING WELL.

ex’

"
TO PROCTOR,
PERCHANCE TO TEACH,"
OH

CRUISESH1PS

VW

HIRING

for

spring. Chrialmas and next summer breaks Many positions Cell

well maintained,

running cond. cass, stereo,
$1500 who. Call Tim 985-3341
’68 FORD MUSTANG
Rebuilt transmission, carburetor
Runs
good dependable.

$4.000 obo
Call TONYA at 297.5089

I-805-682.7555, ext 9-1062
ATHLETIC
CLUB
looking 10, doorman lien-Fri. call
Valeri at 292.1141

EARN 51 for ea envelope U stuff
up to 5100 corm Send 51
sase M & Fl Prof Svc . Dept SU,
406 S

Bascom Ave

#111, S J

95128

every
Send

INFERNO BBS
8.1, 300 12002400 baud. Macin
tot. & IBM libraries. 25 phone
lines, multi -utter chat (408) 395.3721, (408) 395-5378. (408) 929.
9035. (415) 964-6083, (415) 856-

FOR SALE
AQUARIUM 55 gal plexigiss. custom
oak cabinet, total system, Sacrifice 5495. VIOLIN early 20th cantory German, recent written sp.
pralisal by local violin maker new
case. $1800 Call Celeste at 26E7166
DIAMONDS.

FINE
Includes

JEWELRY,

certified ap
PEARLS
pralaal. Save 50% off retell Call
us! 339-2753. Cat’s Meow Boutique
MATTRESS

SETS,!

BEDS,

NEW,

Twin set $79. full set $89. queen
set 5139, king set $179 For both
Pieces! Bunkbeds $99, Day beds
599 5 E. bedroom set $199
Desks $74. dressers 879, chests
$46. bed -frames. delivery. (415)
745-0900

GREEK
RICKY BELLI! See ye soon, GUESS
WHO?????

HELP WANTED
YOU A Toes Thurs student &
need some wt. 555? The Old
Spsgheni Factory is looking for
bright energenic MINE wailers

ARE

Apply in parson Id-F 2-3 30 PM
ATTENTION-HIRING’ Gout’ jobs’ your
are. $17.1140-$69.465 Call 1-6028384885. 41 64250
AVAIL
POSITIONS
ABLE!, Full A part time permaRefer
positions
nent
summer
encl. required Northern Calif
Nannies. 4548 El Camino Real.

CHILDCARE

wife V Los Altos, (415)949-2933

SELLING

ASSISTANTS MODELS
for RALPH LAUREN’s
new fragrance

780 5

security

en.
carport. cable hookup
11th SI inr 2801 5725-

5025 mo Call 288-9157, John or
Martha or please leave comp..

ROOM FOP RENT: 3 students looking
for 4th to share 3 bdrrn . 2 ha
house S265 rent includes own
room & house privileges Call Bob

ROOMMATE NEEDED 2 bdrm apt in
Campbell
5285 mo
Msle-non
smoker Call Tim at 666-7484

SAFARI.

ROOMMATES

at NORDSTROM
All locetiona Outgoing personality. able to wear side 6-8

NEEDED,

Male.

male, your own room bath

feCall

926-2962, s411. June 151

Part time
ROOMMATE WNTD to share 3 bdrm 1
12 bth, wash dry, .41 toe park
Plenty of parking, 5290 rt. - 1 3
util Call 259-1526

Call SUSAN
at (9181-481-4063

EASY MONEY!!!

SECURITY OFFICERS/
NEED CASH?

WE TRAIN YOU
All shifts available

CAVE SECURITY is hiring for full
and part time position.

Full time and Part time
Positions In Santa Clara, Milpitas,

All shifts available
CAVE SECURITY

N San Jose.

1700 WYATT DR. SANTA CLARA
Call 946-2283 8-4 PM for into

Medical Dental
Vacation Plan
Monday thru Friday
Apply VANGUARD
3212 Scoff Blvd
(408)727-9793
SUMMER

JOB

Bel-

mont publisher has perfect job for
major
Engineering
Jr Sr Grad
well -versed In fund (415) 5939119-Louise
EULIP1A RESTAURANT is hiring now,,
Walters, bartenders. buses., &
student
job
Great
hostess,
Apply 374 5 let St. San Jose.

LOOKING FOR EXPERIENCE? Counselors needed for abused adolescent girls horns Contact 5.1503
MACINTOSH DATA ENTRY wanted,
10-15 hours wee*. 5136001 pl.
experience
Computer
bonus.

NEEDED., TEACHERS DIRECTORS
Energetic, great sense of humor,
team planer. child loving persons
to work in our child care centers
Flexible hours available. 6 comp
E C E units required Call today 945-0919
OUTDOOR SPRING II SUMMER jobs
Work in Sen Jose, 25-50 hr wit
Foreman 8 pointers needed Attitude Is everything. 55-89 hr Sales
jobs al. Call Greg at Student
Painters 973.1364
OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY
Campus Connection needs ambitious students Gain great boll nets experience, earn up to $4..
000 and powerhouse your resume
selling ad sp.., for your school’s
edition You’ll receive extensive
training. materiels. & support
working for the nation’s top col -

lege mega4ine Sales poallions
one editorial position evell
Call ROBIN or JAY at
(500) 342-5118
PART TIME FULL TIME Primarily light
bookkeeping, some typing Apply
In person only San Jose Bon OfNce. 912 Town & Country Village,

secure,

FILES

Long
clean,

All hard-

5550 month single occupancy

EXCHANGE ORGANIZATION soaks staff for international
summer program on
local univ

campus

Certified Teachers, 8-190 9-30-90 to teach provided curriculum & attend activities Camp
Dir

FT. 8-1-90 8-30-90 manage
staff 8 site arrangements 14.1denlial Asst 6-1-90, 8-30-90. Pt.,
(tor dorms at night Activities
Coord 8-30-90. 9-30-90 organic.
extra-currkular

do tits TYPING,’ Resumes, term
papers, theses, letters. etc Grad
& under -grad
Available days-

BUTTONS"

from

Professors
throughout USA Exam probleme
with professors own detailed solutions
Available for 8 engi-

CUSTOM

DESIGNED

&

MADE

FOR YOU
.BY
’ Creative Products & Services"
Meny typestyles end designs to

neering courses, E1T, Calculus,
DE. LA. Gen & 0-Chem, Physics.

Choose From

etc 24 different books available at

Gil (408) 239-2329

Spartan Bookstore (downstairs) &
Roberts Bookstore

EDITORIAL,

RESEARCH SERVICES
Tutoring, consultation, billographic materials, and editing services Final draught preparation.

HAS ROMANCE GONE horn your life?
Now you can find love, romance,
or adventure as easily as picking
up your phone Dial 976-2002 Io
hesr Si. exciting mesa.. from

(415)841-5036
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
Unwanted
hair removed forever by special let Confidential Your very own

quality people. or you can record
your own mins.. And MTh our
voice mall service, you don’t have
to I.ve your phone number on an
own line Call (408) 985-2523 for
tr. details Call today’ Someone

credit card for you and your parent. Call ANDY at 243-2930

San Carlos For more information

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER?? Jet the,, anytime from
SFO or LAX for no more than
5269, or from ths East Coast for
rumor, than 5160 with AIRHITCH
(r), (as reported in Conaurner Reports. NY Times. & Late GO For
details call (212)664-2000 or write
AIRHITCH, 2790 Broadway, Ste
100, New York, NY 10025
ONE -WAY -San

RAYBAN sunglasses
please call

PERSONALS

Jose-Denver

or

Omaha, May 30 on UNITED Must
aell cheap! 975-191310 msago.

CHRIS at 997-6444

A MEDICAL BREAKTHROUGH

Leave message &

Need 25 overweight people to
lose 10-25 ibs in 30 days 8 register to win 525.000 & trips to PARIS

your call

8 MAUI Call 984-4020

WHERE DO YOU WANT Ti) GO? MexEurope,
ico,
Hawaii,
United
States? Call for low air fares. Per-

I will return

SUZANNE (OT MAJORIII Please call I
lost your number GINA (ex OT

sonalized

service

Arlene

997-

3647

BARE IT ALL, Stop shaving. waxing,
tweezing or using chemical dep..
tortes Let me permanently remove your unwanted heir (chinbikini-turnmy-moustache-back-

TYPING

T-SH1RTS/
Earn money for your fraternity,
sorority, club or business by wiling silk-screened T-ShIrts with

AAAAHAI! LOWER RATES & HIGNER
satisfaction! Are you perfection 151 when 8 cc.s to your reports.

your design or logo
Call BRAINSTORM

resumes,

,verhead,

that.,

(415)982-8901

fliers?
STUDENTS & PROFESSORS

it 617-494-1389

’ Unwanted hair di...pears with
GWEN CHELGREN.
my care

U S S BOXER REUNION
Was your Father, Grandded,

call Picture Perfect Desktop Pub.
fishing and Design now for all

R E
559.3500, 1645 S Bascom
Ace,
CC
Campbell
"HAIR

Uncle. Cousin. Brother or Friend
one of the 50.000 men who served
on the U SS Boxer CV21? 11.0,
yys are having reunion in Pens.

your word pr.essing needs, We
have experience In
Wordperf.1
Vrinturs DTP WORDSTAR Pa.

STUDENTS
WE WANT YOU FOR the ow
BEST PERSONNEL recruits for
secretaries, typists, word pro’

the 151 appointment is 1 2 price

TODAY GONE TOMORROW"
CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY
MASS on Sunday evenings at
6 30 & S 00 PM, Campus Christian
Center, 10th II San Car.. For

$20-5130

per houc part time A dream come
true
Cl.rbrook of California
looking for marketing raps Call
(408)946-1995, Mr Hegrun
THE 90’s DECADE of the environ
mere! Earn money gelling friends

lo

start

enough time? RELAX and let ME

MI OM 11111119

Call

checking, gramme(’ check, edit-

Ice etc Call (4081964-5203 today,

REASONA-

LETTER QUALITY REPORTS, thesis
etc Sr. essy on professors 1 arn

BLE RATES - Need our help,
Quality snd accuracy guaranteed
We’re fast dependable, grammar.

grade conscious gradual. Very
reasonable rates Call RAJU al
(409)2398759

ACADEMIC

TYPING

AT

aware, both college grads Specialty In Science and all English

LISA’S TYPING
WORD PROCESSING SERVICE

Subjects for theses, papers, re
porta, resumes, etc Free proofing disk storage 251-0449
AFFORDABLE

AND

14001964-5437
Term Papers R.urniss
Theses

EXPERIENCED

formats plus

APA

FostExpert.Dependable
Night Saturdays Rush
Located in Ike
Santa Clara San Joe. Area

SPELCHEK,

punctuation grammar assistance
All work guaranteed, Call PAM
2472501,0 am-8pm for worryf roe

’SERVICING

professional depend... wry..

119111 IMO

IMOM

resumes

TYPING - WORD PROCESSING
TERM PAPERS - REPORTS
THESES - RESUMES
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING
(408)972-1563

Will

TYPING WORD

PROCESSING, fest,
accurate. reasonable All types of
papers Spell checking and proof
reeding Sams day ...a Betty

gladly

assist
w grammar,
punctuation.
and
sentence structure (knowledgable on Tumbler, APA & Campbell

247-8069, Santa Clara
WORD

PROCESSING letter,

Equipment used Word
Perfect & HPLawr .til Consider

pope whichever Is loss’

able business eaparleecs and formajor
WILLOW

mer
English
GLEN sr.

WORD PROCESSING TYPING
Journalism graduate
On campus every day
Fns spelling.
punctiretion
&
grammar check Laser printer
Also. Desktop Publishing

COMPUTER FAST ACCUPATE near
Hamilton
&
Winch.ter
Call
SHIRLEY at 379-3519 $2
pge
minimum S p9
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(408)297-3978
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WORK AS A MOBILE disc jockey.
$10111 Equipment & training pro

City 8. State

vidsd Call 734-0242 M -F 10-6 PM
57-911 hr
NO DORKY HATS OR
SCARY UNIFORMS.
JUST A FUNCOOL PLACE
TO WORK.
To be on the Driving Team, you
mual be IS, have own car Maur
once. clean DMV very flexible
hours, pert-Ilme or lull -Woe AB
!MIA es) hrs
day twice week
Take CASH home daily,
PIZZA AGO GO
135 W Santa Clara. San Jose

nclosed

Circles Camaitication.
Announcements

Greek

Services

Automotive

Help Wanted

Stereo

Computers
For Sale

Housing

Travel
Typing

4111111M

lost A Found
Personal

=MN

-Days

S

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192

Classified Desk Located Inside WIN 102
Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads
MB UM

quality

printing, copies, etc
CECILIA - (409)223-9102
Word
814 hr 5250
proceseing

formats)

(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each /me)

Ad Rates

PRO.

281-0750
Term papers
Theses. etc Lae. printer Free
grammar spell punt check Reasonable rates. quick turnaround

Phone

CALL MRS MORTON at 268.9448 for
EDITING & WORD PROCESSING
of term papers, research projects
&

WORD

(405)

Theses, term papers, group pron... etc All formats including
APA LAMM printer Quick return
Transcription service. available
area

YOUR

CESSING and Graphics needs ’
Call Kato at Technically Typing

CALL LINDA TODAY for isspedenced,
professional word processing

Almaden Branahm

Personal Bus
Proposals

Reports

wordpr.e.Ing, Term papers re
port., group papers. resumes, lettere theses. etc Lotter quality, All

Minimum three lines on one day

Call 964-

THE COLLEGIATE DREAM -

AAAH, Too many reports and not

656-1497

4.191MIMI9M=911191111191111

on job skills and work xpertem.
Call u TODAY for your summer
or future employment
1340. new, ale.

cola. Florida in Oct The der. ars
10th. 1 1 th 12th & 13th For more
info call John Pigrnan at (415)

gemaker
Scanning
’Graphic
Arts We proof all our work and
laser print it! Call 923-3956

more info about other activities

cease., receptionists, general
office and data entry clerks We
also r.rult for technical posl.
1101111 Pay rates vary depending

LOW GLEN 14001 264-5666 (leave
message)
PRECISION WORD PROCESSING, 125

264-4504

etc I 15% discount to students &
faculty Call before May 31.1990. &

tura Call 964.1340

/1054. EVELYN
A IMAUTIFUL PAPER EVERY TIME!
Wordpr.essing to II. fullest c
Laser
spell
printing,
pscity

major)

activities Send
resume to EF Camps, 2527 San
Jo.. Alameda, Ca 94501 or lax

STUDENTS,’
WE WANT YOU for the lob,
BEST PERSONNEL
recruits tor clerical and technical
positions for your summer end to.

Professional Tech
Editor wt.
English Degree Word Processing
(all funnels) and Desktop Publishing (resumes,
newsletters.
fliers etc I. Call PATRICIA in WIL-

cript Wt. print. Close to campus
P U. del
oval’
Student
discounte EDP Services 270-

turnaround and guaranteed work
Call now PAMELA at 1246-3862

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
SUNDAY morning at 10 45 AM rit
Campus Christian Cwt.. 10th &

RAYBANS RAYBANS RAYBANS
For excellent price, & a large
selection of

EDITORIAL
SERVICES WP -Pages
need polishing? Get help from

wpm Quality gusrante. Competitive rates Term papers, teps

student 01..nt card now! Also
ask about the T W A Getaway

Lot’s of love to V. Call Pont or
Berl any lima at 289-1371

letters, mailings. etc
Spell grammar ch.k Wordpro.
cessIng-WordPortect St. posts-

transcription resumes, theses,
legal pepers, mailing lists. graph.

1W A offers SJSU !students 10% off any
published fare! Purchase your

Norb

pro Reports, theses re-

sumes,

for charts. graphs. Mid., overheads, and color too! Plus fast

AIR FARE DISCOUNTS!’

about activities, call Rev
Firnhaber at 298-0204

Trust

ing, powerful graphics program

TRAVEL

any

profs For this quality, call WRITE
TYPE - (408) 972.9410

ABANDON THOSE FRUSTRATIONS.

Avs.. Son Jose

is waiting to rn.t you, (408) (415)
18
only $2
toll. If

LOOKING FOR EXPERIENCE?? Counselors needed for abused ed01
girls home Contact 559-1503

eves weekends by awl Lew
printer Cell ANNA - 972-4992

ARE YOU CONCERNED about your
grad.? Of course you we A
neatly typed paper get, a higher
grade Error -free papers Impress

probe 247.7488. 335 S Elsywood

976-2002

STUDENT

commission

Youll roc.oe extensive
training. materials. & support
working for the nation lop Col-

office

EXAM

PREGNANT? SJSU ALUMNI couple
wish to adopt Financially secure

APARTMENT

gers
train

(800)342-5118

edition

DECORATOR

Unique 1 bdrrn
term financially

wood floors, located at 551-553 S
6th St Call MIKE at 293-0989.

loge mega/ins Sales positions
and one editorial position avail
Call ROBIN or lAY at

floc. students Gain great bus/
nese experience. earn up to $4.
WO and powerhouse your resume
selling ad space for your schools

1920’

quiet, sober required

officers and mermenAll shifts. FT PT, we will
Apply in person 24 hrs,

and family off that toxic soup
called water & that brown stuff
called sir. Environment products
reglatored with the E PA 30%

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY
Campus Connection needs ambi

Remod 2 br 1 ba
sharp Dining rm.. dish wash..
Jenn-Aire, fenced yd 322 E St

Security

days
week ACUFACTS Inc
260 Meridian Ave., San Jose

Santa Clara

WALK TO SJSU

James, 5995 mo Call 354-5405

SECURITY OFFICERS

interviews 8 am to 4 pm

ENGINEERING

trance,

facilitles

days 370-7600 or leave message
at 448-7863

SAFARI

60664-0999

helpful Call Kelly 736-5976

6146.

Call 866-8560

100 envelopes stuffed
sell -addressed, stamped

envelope to Extra Income Unlimited P.O.Box 64999, Chicago, 111

laundry

message
RESTAURANt-ROOKs CAFE SAI SA
OF SAN JOSE
Become part of a winning team
We are now hiring food servers

EARN 51000-s weekly’, Make 5500 for

280-6161

COMPUTERS

Building 0 You must be able to
work during school hours
mornings and early afternoons

DOWN/OWN

Low miles, still under

CAMPER,

NOW

staff

SERVICES

cell Father Bob Leger or Sister
Judy Ryan at 298-0204

Clara SI & 3rd St., Call 238-6424

FOR RENT, large 2 bdrrn 2 bath, re
rnods.d, clean and quiet Security building, off street parking,

CARE

Classified

FOR LEASE Downtown San Jose office Of retail store 1100 sq.
$1.000 ow
depost East Santa

next school year, this Is your opportunity Pick up an application
form In Sweeney Hall 204 or the
Cooperative Education
Office,

88 FORD BRONCO, XLT trim, V& blue

good

pus, of/ (street parking Avellable
June 1,1990 Please call 278-2996

cents with autism & related disabilities FT & PT positions wail
Starling 86-66.25 hr Cell (409)
448-3953

ers by DEA. FBI. IRS and U S cue.
toms Available your area now
Call 1-805-682-7555, ext C1255

70

PLAN NOW FOR PAID employment In
the Fall 1990 semester If you

Call 238-6424 295-4271 evenings.
FEMALE ROOMMATE WNTD to share
room in 2 bdrrn 20th, 5220-mo
I 4 utilities 2 blocks from cam-

needed at local residential facilities tor young adults & adoles-

SEIZED CARS, TRUCKS 4 -wheelers
TV’s, stereos, furniture comput-

& white

Englisn Japanese positions No
Fee, PERSONA, (408)453-0505
PHOTO LAB TECH. 1 hr lab 15-30
hrs wk Some photo proc exp.
85S6 hr FREE processing Call

. I MA SMOTHERED

By STIFLING ACADEMIC
RECluiREMENTS AND COLD,
ALOOF ADmiSISTRATORS.

HOUSING

FOR LEASE’, 2 Wine 1 bth apartment.
5630 mo Close to SJSU, 571
7th, pkg. cable, 268-0439

A4250

warranty. Must see Ask for Dave
or John (415)656.1497

the Bay Area, wen looking for
people Interested in Sales Ac I
Eng, , Admin Support & Bilingual

REJOKE!LEARNII’LL TtACH A
WWER, ’MUNGER EDuc9’not4!
A KINDER.
GE TfA

DOWNTOWN STUDIO. San Jose, 19 N
Third St, with kitchen $375 mo.

would like to work with handicapped children in a school setting for up to 20 hours per week

seized

1-602-838-8865

Mon through Friday 10 AM-5 PM
PERSONA Is part of an !Nil NET.
WORK with offices worldwide in

3716664 or 356-6101
ulurn. Piaget phil.phy Am OM
shift. ECE units rood 559-8161

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

vehicles
from $100 Fords, Mercedes Corvette*. Chevys Surplus Buyers

Guide

E602
CHILD DEVELOP MAJOR to work in
Infant toddler center Must be ’tutoring person
Friendly staff
AM PM shill Campbell -559-6161

Up to 57 0080 start
WEEKLY PAY

AUTOMOTIVE
ATTENTION -GOVT

CHILD CARE PROVIDER for sewn yr
old boy Non-smoker in my home
English speaking. references required So San Jose, .11 629-

WE DECLACE WAe ON
TNE IAPT(D 57.4765

PLAN OE-7

into a wheelchair . Students of all levels practice
their nursing skills on mannequins before working with actual patients.

Classified
Cali me today
(10051 Avon Rep) & I will send

Center at 9:35 a.m.. McHenry
said. The officers and gunman
were shot during that incident

yOU’RE
WOW 22U1.0 THIS

Marcia Looter - Daily stall photographer

ANNOUNCEMENTS

At 9:10 a.m., police got the call
about the unidentified man being
shot to death at John McLaren
Park.
In apparently the final confrontation. Daly City police responded to reports of a drive-by
%Nailing at Westlake Shopping

Maguire & Mehallo

re4s.6. La)K, lie 607 "MIS
Ger.,fr /144/. /1-EN5WES
OUR RECEIVING of
iftiaris515
czuiwesIN
LOANS 4110 6411405 AS Wat
nS ymts of TRIINET)(Agese
7D HELP FPOTI,ER
GOALS.

eft t. THERE’S NO GrivOT
AVoiff /7-, Toed voide cue
IS Wore- THERE /s Au
kitty you CPA, /Ma
EAW145O MAW, IV W IT

AVON’! Buy or sell

9

person was injured but it was unclear if the wounds were front a
gunshot wound or cuts from broken glass, Ambrose said.

San Francisco Police spokesman
Dave Ambrose. who did not release the victim’s name.
Both Daly City police officers
suffered gunshot wounds to the
arm but were not in life-threatening conditions at Scion Medical
Center. said Daly City police detective Jim McHenry.
The shooting spree apparently
began in San Francisco at 8:56
a.m when of
received reports of shots being fired on Ale many Boulevard, said Ambrose.
Six minutes later, more shots
were reported on Interstate 280
near Ocean Avenue. he said. One

Seven Second Delay

1 turd-semester nursing student Mickaelle (ermain practices in the Health Building on fellow
student Jacob Nur on how to maneuver a patient

DAILY

Peninsula shooting kills one

A helping hand

rwork.
job too
ulate an
.r." lxe
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ninja dolphins
Traditional May Day parade U.S. Navy trains
to shoot, sink enemy frogmen
turns nasty for Gorbachev
MOSCOW (API Tens of
thousands of protesters in Red
Square unleashed their fury at
Mikhail S Gorbachev Tuesday.
turning the traditional May Day
parade into an outpouring of
complaints about the economy
and the blockade of Lithuania.
Sos let president has allowed free debate in the press
and politics and endured public
criticism But never before has
he had to personally face such an
outburst ot discontent over his
policies. from both right and left.
The criticism included jeers to
the faces of Soviet leaders.
Gorbachev, 59, tapped his fingers on the parapet of the red
granite reviewing stand during
the protest. showing his impatience, hut otherwise was impassive. He and the other officials
left after enduring the unofficial
demonstrators for about 20 minutes.
Neither Gorbachev nor any of
the other Communist or government le:biers on the reviewing

stand spoke to the crowd
Dozens of the demonstrators
carried the yellow. red and green
national flags of the breakaway
Lithuanian republic and shouted
"Shame!" and "Freedom For
Lithuania!"
Some waved their fists at the
leaders, numbering about two
dozen, and shouted "Resign!"
over the holiday music blaring
I’
loudspeakers.
One caustic sign likened the
Soviet leadership to Nicolae
C’eausescu, the Romanian dictator executed in December after a
popular uprising.
"Kremlin
Ceausescus: From Armchairs to
Prison Beds." it read.
The leaders clearly expected
some criticism. They authorized
the unofficial demonstration, and
took control of the traditional parade that preceded it from local
Communist Party and government officials.
But they likely did not expect

the tone to be quite so angry of
the scale quite SO large.
Gorbachev’s popularity has
waned during his five years in office because his reforms have
failed to resolve chronic economic problems. Many people
believe supplies of food, housing
and consumer goods actually are
worse under Gorbachev.
He also is under fire for the
blockade of oil, raw materials
and other goods he imposed on
Lithuania to force the Baltic republic to hack off its March II
declaration of independence.
For decades. the Red Square
rally on May Day has been an orchestrated show of support for
official policies. Entry onto Red
Square was rigidly controlled.
This year, there was little of the
usual polite praise. Just about
anyone could join the march on
the gray cobblestone stretching
from the Historical Museum to
the multi -colored St. Basil’s Cathedral.

African amphibian
enjoys star status
The
SACRAMENTO IA!’)
Seattle amphibian collector whose
giant African frogs have brought
him and them star status relished
his fame at a suburban country
fair.
"People love my crazy frogs,"
Andy Koffman said.
The African Goliath frogs were
the hit of the Orangevale Grange
Country Youth Fair and Exhibit on
Saturday. About 200 spectators
crowded into a small hay-filled
arena for a glimpse.
"Whoa, that ain’t no frog: that’s
a dinosaur." said an elderly man.
"I wish I had one for a pct."
said K-year-old Kerry Keefer.

Bottlenose dolMIAMI ( AP)
phins with .45-caliher guns
mounted on their snouts are being
trained by the U.S. Navy to kill
enemy frogmen. The Miami
Herald reported Tuesday.
Former trainer Rick Trout was
quoted as saying the dolphins are
being taught to ram the unloaded,
cone-like firing devices into test
targets. Trout said the secret Naval
exercises are being conducted at
Key West. San Diego and Kaneohe Bay. Hawaii.
The firing device, which triggers on impact, is part of the
Navy’s program to use dolphins as
guards at the Trident nuclear submarine base in Bangor, Wash.,
said Trout, a civilian who worked
under contract with the Navy from
1985 to 1988.
Trout said sea lions also have
been trained to use the device, but
instead of a nose cone, the animals
are fitted with a bite-plate attached
to a canister that would hold bullets. Trout said.
Lt. James Wood, a Navy
spokesman at the Pentagon,: declined to comment on the nose-gun
allegations.
"Details abi nit the Navy’s ma

one mammal program are classified,
Wood told the Herald.
"However the training and operations in which the marine mammals are involved do not put them
at risk of harm or injury. -Trout and animal rights activist
Richard 0Barry, head of the

Mianu-hased Dolphin Project, said
the NiOS ’s dolphin nose-gun program posed three basic concerns: it
could harm the dolphins, it could
harm innocent divers, and dolphins
do not make effective assault
weapons because they are playful
and non -aggressive creatures.

Back
Problems?
Get Access!
On Camp-us May 7

The San Jose State
Pre-Law Association
Pr

WORK HARD, PLAY HARD

"I’m not letting one of them get
on me." said Phyllis Schaefer.
"He might cat me alive."
Koffman told the crowd he is
looking forward to the 62nd annual
Jumping Frog Jubilee at the Calaveras County Fairgrounds in Angels Camp. May 17-20.
After a prolonged controversy
over whether the giant frogs could
cutter the contest, jubilee officials
ruled last month that the smallest
of his frogs could jump. He agreed
to enter only frogs that can sit onto
the official "frog launching pads"
about eight inches in diameter.
The largest of his frogs will be
featured in a non-competitive
jumping exhibition,

EARN $6-8000 THIS SUMMER!
Earn big money this summer as a sales
representative working in the home
improvement industry.
No experience needed. We will provide
a full training seminar.
Hours are flexible and commissions
are high, allowing you to work this
summer so you can play during school.
For more information, call Allyson at

248-3233
Sz

IMMO 1.104111011.

Five Star Ltd.,
3221 Stevens Creek Bvld
San Jose
95117

Doug Millet, Esq.
IBM Corporation
Where: The Student Council
Chambers, 2nd floor, Student
Union.
When: Thursday, May 3 at 7:00
P.M.
(Or call 286.9145 for mom information )
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San Jose State University
Associated Students
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I, 1990

MEMO TO:

The Students of San Jose State University

FROM:

Scott Santandrea
President, Associated Students
Chair, Instructionally Related Activities Committee

SUBJECT:

Instructionally Related Activities Fee Referendum

As Chair
your support in
fee.
The IRA
Executive Order
special election.

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
ELECTIONS
Wednesday and Thursday
May 2nd and 3rd
9:00 am - 6:00 pm
Polls located at the
Student Union
and Clark Library

of the IRA Committee, I would like to ask for
adjusting the Instructionally Related Activities
Committee, in accordance with Chancellor’s
number 429, has voted unanimously to call a
The ballot language will read as follows:

"Shall the current semester fee
for Instructionally Related
Activities be raised from $5.00
(five dollars) per student to
$15.00 (fifteen dollars) per
student?"

Should the referendum pass, the result will be
forwarded to the University President, who will then forward
the information, along with her recommendation, to the
Chancellor’s Office for approval.
It is important to note,
however, that this election is advisory.
The election will be held on the dates of May 2 and 3,
Wednesday and Thursday of this week.

Funded by Associated Students

